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Card base is Tranquil Tide with Very Vanilla 

layers and Moroccan DSP (retiring) 

CARD FRONT 

To decorate panels on card front you will need  

2 pieces of Very Vanilla card 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" 

4 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 1-1/8" 

2 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 2-1/2" 

Sentiment from Birthday Blooms stamp set 

Flowers cut from Eastern Palace framelits 
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To decorate panels on second page you need  

1 piece of Very Vanilla card 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" 

4 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 1-1/8" 

2 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 2-1/2" 

Sentiment from Eastern Palace stamps 

Medallion cut from Eastern Palace framelits 
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To decorate panels on third page you need  

2 pieces of Very Vanilla card 1-1/8” x 2-1/2"  

4 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 1-1/8" 

2 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 2-1/2" 

Sentiment and swirl from Eastern Palace 

stamps 
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To decorate panels on last page you need  

2 pieces of Very Vanilla card 2-1/2” x 2-1/2"  

4 pieces of DSP measuring 1-1/8" x 2-1/2" 

Sentiment from Birthday Blooms stamp set 

Bottom panel has been inked using a medallion 

as a mask with Bermuda Bay ink 

 

NEVER ENDING CARD -  EASTERN PALACE MEETS MOROCCAN DSP 
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The card measure 5 ½” x 5 ½” when finished. 

To decorate the card you will need  

5 pieces Very Vanilla card stock measuring 2 ½” x 2 ½” 

2 pieces Very Vanilla card stock measuring 1 1/8” x 2 ½” 

8 pieces of patterned paper (DSP) measuring 1 1/8” x 2 ½” 

8 pieces of patterned paper (DSP) measuring 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” 

  

 

 

 

 

Start with 4 pieces of card     Score all 4 pieces  

stock measuring 5-1/2” x 2-3/4”         at 1-3/8” and 4-1/8” 

 

Match up two of the scored pieces of 

card so they are close together, you can 

use tacky tape to keep them in place if 

necessary!   

Lay out the card pieces as shown in 

picture so both pieces have score lines in 

a horizontal direction 

 

Add glue to each corner as shown by 

black squares in picture.  Do not glue 

past the score lines or anywhere else you 

need to keep glue to this marked area to 

ensure the card mechanism will work 

once finished.   
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Take the third piece of scored card and 

with the score lines in a vertical 

direction this time, lay it on top of the 

glued card, lining up the card to fill the 

top half. 

 

 

 

 

Now match up the final piece of scored 

card, keeping scored lines vertical, set in 

place, on top of the glued card. If using 

wet glue allow time for glue to dry 

before opening card.   

  

 

 

Once glue is dry, try opening card up and 

folding and burnishing score lines.  Use a 

bone folder to create firm creases.  Be 

careful to fold on each of the score lines 

only.  This is a tricky step, just take 

your time. 

When trying out the movement of your 

never ending card, if the card is sticking 

in any direction, you can just trim the 

edges a little. 

 

This is the front of your card and it is 

now ready to decorate! 
 

 

 


